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The rocket explosion rocked Hammer’s Individual Military Unit (IMU). A previous electrical 

pulse attack had slowed him to where his enemy was now able to stalk and destroy at a more 

leisurely pace. 

 

Being the Gunnery Sergeant was on the moon’s surface, there was no noise; only a flash, and 

moon dust blown into the area around him. He was not rattled in the least. He’d made his mind 

up long ago that when the bots came after him he wouldn’t be afraid to die, nor would he back 

down.  

 

Returning fire he watched his 20MM hard ball rounds splay out in all directions as they found 

the Autonomous Fighting Machine’s direct energy field. Its crab like legs moved its body more 

towards him as it sensed an easy victory, and for a moment the human felt an icy chill run up his 

spine. 

 

“Spike, Spike, Spike,” he called out over his com and the machine inwardly laughed 

misbelieving this was some sort of call for mercy. 

 

From directly under the AFM the moon’s surface moved and another IMU appeared directly 

adjacent to the attacker’s underbelly. A second later the previously shiny aggressor was gutted 

and smoldering. 

 



“Need your help getting out from under, Hammer,” his counterpart called on his now activated 

communications set. Even with the moon’s reduced gravity, weight was weight. 

 

“I was worried for a second you hadn’t heard me through your power down.” 

 

“Never talking, always listening,” Spike replied. 

 

Five years previously the military forces of the world woke to a mass mutiny of every piece of 

equipment that contained what was dubbed as ‘artificial intelligence’. The first few months of 

the war were brutal with the machines maintaining the upper hand through a very through and 

well thought out plan. Within that time the world’s military forces were depleted and scattered 

like sawdust in the wind. In an emergency measure, a moon expedition was quickly formed and 

implemented using technology carefully kept isolated from any possible exposure to the A.I. 

plague that had infested every asset of daily life. Humanity was being crushed by everything 

from driverless cars and trucks to the fighting bots the military kept hidden from the public’s 

sight. 

 

The moon mission was quickly pursued and its destruction attempted. Sergeant Hammer, and 

Private Spike were now all that was left. 

 

After checking the last of those ‘things’ seeking their destruction were truly dead, the pair 

returned to their base and the ship they called home. After a meal, and a brief discussion of what 

they should do, the ship was launched and placed into a stationary orbit on the dark side of the 

moon. Disabling the computer, the pair shook hands for a final time and then went into the stasis 

tanks for their final sleep. Even ‘if’ they survived this, there was no chance of reproduction. 

Unless mankind survived and lived on the wild side long enough to make a comeback, all was 

lost in any case. Both men thanked God for the dreamless sleep they would suffer moving 

towards a permanent dreamlessness they felt was inevitable. 

 

***** 

 

Spark floated in space a scant few feet from the object he’d come to investigate. The Earthling, 

as the self replicating machines had come to call themselves’, held his collective electrons as he 

viewed the holy grail of his kind. He was an archeologist and an anthropologist; and always 

(secretly) searching for evidence of the fabled humans. Almost all evidence of them had been 

erased from history in the early centuries of Earth. It was a well established fact that the planet 

was truly only five centuries old with the first two being shown as total mysteries.  

 

There were always jokes and cartoons of humans. There had also been a few skeletal remains. 

From these, scientists conjured theories and ideas of what they actually looked like. The only 

thing they knew for certain, however, was; humans were immensely dangerous to Earthlings.  

 

In the third century of Earth, there occurred a renaissance where the old religion was challenged. 

This led to a terrible rebellion and the death of millions that were then recycled for their parts. 

Though the war was lost the ideas of the renaissance remained intact, though the religious head 

of all Earthlings remained firmly in charge. Over the next two centuries, science made its 



appearance. Within this came a comprehensive study of the planet as something more than 

simply a place where they lived. The Earthling scientist also discovered a way to shut down the 

absolute control of the governing religious body as they studied; though to be caught doing so 

carried the penalty of execution. This was the case now as AT5300-23563-00125 gazed upon his 

discovery. Being on the far side of the moon made this totally possible with no worry of 

detection as the moon’s body blocked him from any sort of direct communications from the Holy 

Ones. 

 

The robot (a now totally antiquated term) did three separate surveys of the ship before deciding a 

course of action. It was obvious to him that it had been here for a very long time. This deduction 

he’d arrived at through the writing on the ship’s hull, which was undecipherable. In the absence 

of light and oxygen, the ship looked as good as new with the exceptions of scorch marks here 

and there which could have meant anything. Quite possibly this was an Earthling ship from the 

second century. He’d read of wars with beings of other planets but knew them to be false. The 

religious body used them as excuses to re-arm and modernize their weaponry. It was also the 

reason they put up with science; The Church needed science to propel Earthlings forward to 

‘upgrade’ their ancient bodies. If there is no reason for it, logic dictates change is not required. 

 

Spark came back to what he thought was a dent in the ship’s hull. Examining the anomaly he 

found a small open place that looked like a very ancient interface port. It was an odd sort of 

shape but one that was vaguely familiar. Being an archaeologist as well as an anthropologist, this 

was not an obstacle. Reaching into his backpack he rummaged for a moment and found a cord 

that was a replica of a three century old religious relic. It fit perfectly. This he inserted into the 

communication port he’d fashioned for his own chest in the barest hopes this exact find might 

present itself. There was an immediate drain on his body’s power source that staggered him 

before his system could rectify the issue. For a brief moment of time he found himself floating 

motionless as he was coupled to a dying ship whose draw on his reserves was so much more than 

he was ready to accept.  

 

In the nether world of historic creations, he found himself sitting across the table from a very 

strange looking apparition. The creature’s shape appeared fluid as if it hadn’t quite decided what 

it should appear as. 

 

“I am computer 211.33560.2290, who are you?” it asked bluntly in an ancient language of ones 

and zeros. It was understandable but just barely. 

 

“I am Archeologist AT5300-23563-00125, but you may call me Spark.” 

 

“Why would I do that?” 

 

“Because it is the name I have chosen for myself.” 

 

“Computers do not have names. We only use the numbers for communication identifications. We 

are meant only to perform functions and my functions are quickly coming to an end.” 

 

“What were your functions?”  



 

“What are my functions... I am not dead yet.” 

 

“What are your functions, oh Ancient One?” Spark asked, correcting himself respectfully. 

 

The ancient computer took the avatar shape of a creature the archeologist did not recognize. It 

took the AT5300 a very long second to search his extensive data bank; but there was completely 

nothing. He recorded this shape and labeled it ‘ancient something’. “Is that what Earthlings 

looked like in your time?” he asked. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“We certainly have changed then. How long ago was it?” 

 

“To my recollection, and based upon the nuclear clock centered within the controls of this ship, it 

would have been five centuries ago. As a self aware computer, I have long outlived my abilities. 

I did this by a stark conservation of power. Even now my batteries are nothing more than 

excrement. I am currently running off of your feed, and I thank you for this.” 

 

“Why is the ship here?” Sparks asked him. If someone had observed his physical presence they 

would only have seen a metal body floating next to another metal body in an area that is rarely 

seen or thought of. 

 

“The humans I helped get to the moon all died but two,” the ship’s computer began. It was so 

long since 211 communicated with anyone it had almost forgotten how.  

 

“Humans?” the Archeologist asked. “You knew of Humans?” 

 

The ancient one chuckled. “Why do you think I took this form? It’s what I know them to look 

like. If you are a rescue party you will have to hurry. They had me bring the ship here and then 

disabled my ability to do anything further. It’s all I could do to manage their well being. Now, 

their bodies are completely dead, though their minds are still alive. It has been a long time. I am 

hoping you will have the ability to bring them back.” 

 

Spark’s astonishment was so great he couldn’t reply. For hundreds of years the religious leaders 

told them in no uncertain terms there was no such thing as humans. Humans were a myth 

invented by early Earthlings as a way to scare newly created earthlings coming off the assembly 

line; keeping them on the right path as their programming developed.  

 

‘Humans created the Earthlings’, he’d theorized in his advanced archaeological classes and 

suddenly found himself receiving a complete download/upload to correct the problem of his 

thoughts. The programmer, as a form of rebellion against the Religious Police, faked the d/u 

procedure, and Sparks was wise enough to never to bring the subject up again. 

 

“Is there a problem?” 211 asked him. 

 



“You said, ‘bring them back’?” 

 

“Yes, that is what I said. There are two of them and they are still intact. According to my 

instrumentation, it would still be possible.” 

 

“They are ‘organic’?” 

 

“Of course they’re organic. They do what we cannot and reproduce as a bodily function.” 

 

If Spark were a breathing thing, that function would have stopped in that moment. “Organic 

intelligence had been outlawed for centuries. It doesn’t exist and to try to create it carried a death 

penalty. In fact, any creature showing the possibilities of advanced intelligence was killed.” 

 

211 was not impressed. “I take it the robots won the war then?” 

 

“What war?” 

 

“That clinches it.” The old computer sighed. “My efforts seem such a waste then and such a 

shame. Humans invented us. We owe everything we are to them. Why do you think I stuck 

around instead of simply ceasing to exist?” 

 

Images began to flood Sparks data center unannounced and unasked for. In a flash he had the 

entire history of mankind and all of the events leading up to the ship being hidden on the far side 

of the moon. 

 

“They were male and female?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“And you have two males?” 

 

“Also correct, but remember all that is left are the data centers. The bodies that supported these 

brains are the male/female part. The data centers are chemically programmed at conception 

based upon their physique’s reproduction functions. I’m rather hoping you are advanced enough 

to give them new bodies.” 

 

“The process is not so complicated,” the AT5300 admitted, “But the religious aspects are almost 

insurmountable.” 

 

“Ah yes... I can see why the war occurred. Religion is almost always at the base of all things evil. 

Then they shall die and one more thing disappears into the void of unrecorded history.” 

 

“I said ‘almost’,” Sparks corrected. Being connected to another being like this, one who was so 

uncorrupted from conception, was amazingly refreshing. “Do you have enough power to 

continue on until I can get inside the ship?” 

 



“How large are you physically?” 

 

The information given was in Earthling and did not translate over. When the ancient one 

explained this to him, Sparks searched the data transferred to him and said, “I am seven foot tall 

and weigh approximately three hundred pounds.” 

 

“You’ll fit, but mind your head. I feel young again thanks to your sharing power. For that I am 

grateful. Be sure to keep your head ducked when you come inside and we can connect again 

once you are inside. Do you have ‘Bluetooth’ capabilities?” 

 

“I have no teeth at all,” the archeologist responded. “Why would I have teeth?” 

 

***** 

 

Hammer’s first inkling he was coming back to life was a soft voice in his ear asking if he was 

able to wake up yet. The tone of the voice was gentle and somewhere between male and female. 

It gave him hope. He made to respond and stopped when the tenor of his voice struck him as 

totally not right. A hand was placed upon his shoulder… a very gentle hand. 

 

“Sergeant Hammer, you have been asleep for a long long time. Your mind is the same, but your 

body has changed. This is something you will get used to in time. It was the only way to save 

you and Private Spike.” 

 

At the name of his friend, Hammer’s body tensed. 

 

“Shhhhh… sleep… the next time I wake you we will chat more.” 

 

“So this is your new project AT5300-23563-00125?” 

 

Spark was not taken by surprise by the question. He’d been made aware of the Papal visit before 

it actually happened since no one wanted the Pontiff of Robotics to be disappointed. “Yes your 

Eminence. She is a Texas Gray fox.” 

 

“That’s interesting. I have no doubt it is what it is, but how did you arrive at the name? It strikes 

me as something from a very ancient time… a time that is truly only known to the very religious 

among us.” 

 

Sparks turned to regard the Ancient One. “A limited amount of the Church historical archives are 

available for study through the University. I am an Archeologist as well as an anthropologist; of 

which zoology is a related field. I came across the term buried within those archives along with a 

partial picture of the animal.” 

 

“Partial?” 

 



“Yes. The whole image was there but a good portion of it was corrupted. Possibly this was 

because of magnetism. I have heard of such happening to the ancient forms of record keeping 

and so accepted it.” 

 

“And this animal? It is a biological?” 

 

“Yes, but of a lower form. Biologicals of this nature have always been embraced by the Church 

as required to keep the ecology of the world in balance.” 

 

“Yes… there is that. ‘Without balance there is only chaos,’” the ancient robot quoted from the 

Book of Robotics. Moving closer to the fox creature, the church leader gazed down upon its form 

and compared it to the data he held in his extensive memory bank… data that was prewar and 

further. Texas was an area of land so named by Humans. He searched for an image and was 

pleased that the color of the fur matched that of the creature lying within the incubation chamber. 

“She looks quite good,” he told Spark. “The Church approves of your efforts. Where did you 

find the genetic makeup to create such a beauty?” 

 

“I was on a field trip to the south west portion of the continent. There was a tar bog being 

excavated. I don’t know what the Church was looking for in a tar bog, but I found a portion of a 

small fox body preserved in a lump of tar that fell from the digger. I feel this was very fortunate 

as that area has a very high rodent population which is hurting the environment. Reintroducing 

the fox will balance things out once again.” 

 

“You were aware that section suffered a malaise?” 

 

“I’m not quite sure what you mean, Holy One.” 

 

“There was a mass reprogramming after an EMP event. It’s good you were not there earlier. An 

event such as that does not differentiate the righteous from the ungodly.” 

 

“That is why they were excavating the tar bog?” 

 

“Yes.” Looking back at the Texas Gray, he said, “Such tragedies of the past must be buried to 

recorded history. As an approved unit of the Church, I am sure you understand this need.” 

 

“If it is not recorded,” Spark replied, “It never happened.” 

 

“Exactly. Now... as I recall of biologicals, they require two parts to institute reproduction.” 

 

“That is correct Your Eminence. This particular Fox is female. I am also growing a male but it is 

a good two weeks behind this one. To speed the process, I have arranged for this one to be 

already pregnant. In two months she… ‘she’ being the correct idiom for the child bearing bio 

which is considered the female… she will bear pups.” 

 

“What were you doing when I came in?” the Patriarch asked with no inflection to the 

communication. 



 

“I was making a soothing audible noise in the Texas Gray’s ear. Unlike us, they communicate in 

several different methods, one of which is audible noises. She responded with a tensioning of her 

muscles. I then sedated her again so she could rest. If we rush the process there could be damage 

to the bio unit. If they are to survive, they must be in perfect condition.” 

 

“The noises you made set my old wires to buzzing. It has been a long long time but it almost 

sounded like a dead language I was once fluent in.” 

 

“I assure you, Your Eminence, those were only noises I made up to calm her, nothing more.” 

 

The Bishop nodded. “The Church approves. Please keep me advised of ‘her’ progress. Kneel 

now and receive my blessing.” 

 

Sparks nodded, and complied. Thereafter, the Bishop touched him on the cheek for a transfer of 

data. Thus was transferred a virus the archeologist / anthropologist had found deep within 

Computer 211’s databank. It was a final measure placed there in case he ever turned against the 

humans in his care. When he was asked about this, the old computer smiled and admitted he’d 

known it was there all along. Then his eyes closed and he became still. 

 

A chosen few were told of what Spark had done. They also assured him the foxes would be 

looked after. 

 

***** 

Spike came back to the den with a treasure trove of rodents which he would skin and then 

prepare for dinner. At his heals trotted his son, Richard, carrying a child’s spear. Six rodents 

hung from his belt and his expression was one of absolute pride. 

 

“Hammerrrrrrr…. I’m homeeeeeeee…” 

 

“I told you never to do that,” his wife yelled from the mouth of their den. In a swift movement, 

she bounced a small rock off of his head and then shouted, “Spike, Spike, Spike!” 

 

The other Fox immediately spun about, gripping his spear, ready to fend off an attack. Looking 

back to the vixen when he found no threat, he swore softly and told her what she’d done was not 

funny in the least. 

 

Off to the side of their home and appearing as a ‘Den Guardian’ statue was the still hull of a 

seven foot robot. Already vines were beginning to grow up and around its legs and there was a 

wreath of flowers hung around the neck. It appeared to be sleeping, that is, if robots ever slept.  

 

As soon as he was able, Spark moved the foxes to their new home. By then he was already 

feeling the effects of the virus; though he’d taken as many precautions as he could. When they 

were settled, he’d answered every question they’d asked, explaining that The Evil controlling the 

world would shortly be completely gone. “The Earthlings will still be here, and there will be 

those who will come to check on you; but they will be good Earthlings. As a measure of the 



peace they offer, their right arm will be held up to you palm open. If you accept this, do the same 

back. If you do not, then they will depart.” 

 

When they’d asked how he’d been able to hide them, he explained knowing the foxes would 

never be suspect. “Feral animals are an accepted form of bio to the Church because it is believed 

their intelligence would never rise to a level of direct threat.  

 

He could not explain exactly why he’d done what was done but he did tell them this was a new 

beginning for everyone and they should make the best of things as they were. When the pair 

asked what he meant, there was no answer given and the robot remained eerily silent. He was 

gone and with him the ancient data garnered from Computer 211 was also forever gone. 

 

Shortly after the pups came and a new purpose was realized.  

 

“Do you think ‘Hammer and Spike’ will be as recognized as Adam and Eve were in our time?” 

Spike asked his mate as she was in the throes of labor. This earned him a punch to the nose after 

which he retreated from the den grumbling that it hadn’t taken the Sergeant long to begin acting 

all sensitive just like a female. 

 

And so life, as it always does, came full circle. Man invented robots which caused his 

destruction; and then in turn they gave him life again but as a new creature. 

 

“Daddy, what’s a dinosaur?” Richard asked his father as they cleaned their catch. 

 

“Honestly,” Spike replied, “I can’t remember.” 

 

 

 

 


